One of the most serious issues holding back the widespread of 3D contents on Internet has been their inaccessibility due to large data volume. Many compression and progressive transmission techniques, as well as format standards, have been proposed in recent years to make 3D streaming increasingly viable for the efficient and accessible delivery of 3D contents. However, existing proposals have yet to seriously address one of the most important issues in practical adoption -a system's scalability in terms of the number of concurrent users. We argue that due to 3D contents' large data volume and interactive nature, client-server architecture, with its inherently fixed resource availability and high cost, will not be suitable to support popular Internet-scale 3D streaming. On the other hand, peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures hold the promise of both scalability and affordability. In this position paper, we describe the potential promises and challenges in adapting 3D streaming to P2P networks, using multi-user networked virtual environment (NVE) as an example. We also propose Flowing LoD (FLoD), a scalable, distributed and fault-tolerant P2P 3D streaming mechanism, that is based on Voronoi-based Overlay Network (VON), a P2P overlay specifically designed for NVE applications.
Introduction
Since the beginning of the World Wide Web, people have dreamed about creating freely navigable 3D worlds. In fact, one of the key motivations behind drafting standards such as VRML was to creation a 3D cyberspace [Pesce et al. 1994] . However, the vision has yet to be realized due to arguably the lack of three factors instrumental to the success of the Web: standardized data format and transmission protocol (i.e. HTML and HTTP), ease of content creation, and efficient content delivery (i.e. the client-server model). Although much efforts have been made on standardized 3D data formats (e.g. VRML and its successor X3D [Web3D 2006 ], MPEG4's BIFS [ISO 1999 ], U3D [3DIF 2006 ], OpenHSF * e-mail: syhu@yahoo.com [OpenHSF 2006] ) and transmission protocols (e.g. VRTP [Brutzman et al. 1997] , DWTP [Broll 1998 ]), 3D content creations remain in the hands of professional modelers and artists, while the sheer size of typical 3D data causes long download time, making them inaccessible to the average Internet users.
Audio and video data are also large in size, but thanks to streaming delivery, users need not wait for a complete download before using the contents. The possibility to stream audio and video has been crucial in their widespread popularity. Similarly, when broadband networks and 3D acceleration cards were adopted by average users in the late '90s, streaming delivery of 3D data began to appear as a viability, raising hopes for the widespread adoption of 3D contents.
In 1996, Hoppe introduced the concept of progressive meshes [Hoppe 1996 ], which formed the basis to stream geometrical meshes from servers to clients, making interactions with 3D data possible without a complete download [Teler and Lischinski 2001] . Since then, much effort has been spent on various progressive transmission techniques, including the streaming of meshes, textures, animations, and scene graphs. Although many existing literatures use "progressive transmission" or "streaming of 3D contents" to more precisely describe this process, we anticipate the term "3D streaming" will be popularly adopted once 3D contents flow widely on the Internet. Therefore, in this paper we will use "3D streaming" to refer to all continuous real-time transmission of 3D contents (e.g. meshes, textures, animations, etc.) for the purpose to allow user interactions with contents as soon as possible.
However, existing techniques and systems have yet to address a crucial issue in 3D streaming's adoptions -the scalability of the number of concurrent users of the system. To the best of our knowledge, almost all existing proposals use the client-server model for content delivery, where all users access and request 3D contents from a centralized server. Yet the very nature of 3D streaming necessarily places a heavy burden on the streaming server providing the service. Although large audio and video files are also delivered routinely on the Internet by client-server architectures, 3D streaming differs from video or audio streaming in that the selections of streaming contents require additional processing (e.g. for tasks such as visibility determination), which makes CPU provisioning also a serious issue in addition to bandwidth considerations. If scalability is achieved by adding more server-side resources (i.e. utilizing a server-cluster, where many servers located on a high-speed LAN are connected to the outside with large uplink bandwidth), new issues such as load balancing and fault tolerance are introduced [Chen et al. 2005 ], which in turn increases the design complexity and costs, severely limiting the number of potential adopters.
To make our discussions concrete, we will focus on 3D streaming in the context of multi-user networked virtual environments (NVEs), [Singhal and Zyda 1999] where users not only interact with objects, but also with each other in a potentially large-scale 3D environment. A good example of such NVE is Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) [Wikipedia 2006] , which has been gaining growth and popularity rapidly as a major Internet application, and up to hundreds of thousands of users may interact simultaneously in visually stunning 3D worlds. MMOG may currently be the closest example to the original 3D cyberspace vision, so it can serve as a case study. A good question to ask is how MMOG may be adapted to domains beyond entertainment and become more accessible to ordinary users. Currently almost all MMOGs require users to preinstall the entire 3D contents used for game operation on their local machines, due to the large data volume that easily extends to over hundreds and even thousands of megabytes. Yet, we observe that each user needs to use, and is able to interact with, only small portions of the overall data at any given time. Therefore, if MMOG contents may be delivered through 3D streaming, we will be one step closer to the cyberspace vision. As 3D streaming is fundamentally processing and bandwidth intensive, the challenge to stream all 3D contents of a MMOG in real-time likely will not be met by existing client-server architectures cost-effectively.
In this position paper, we argue that the inherent large size and interactive nature of 3D contents make client-server architecture insufficient as a standard delivery model, while peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures hold the promises of being more scalable, affordable, and interactive. P2P has gained wide publicity and popularity through file-sharing applications in recent years, yet its central concept -a distributed network where participants contribute resources to support collective tasks -is applicable to a wider range of applications (e.g. distributed hash table [Stoica et al. 2001] , voice-over-IP [Baset and Schulzrinne 2004] , and web cache [Iyer et al. 2002] ).
Existing file-sharing mechanisms such as BitTorrent [Cohen 2003 ] has demonstrated the feasibility to efficiently distribute large files to many users, with small server bandwidth use and quick client download time, by dividing a file into small pieces and utilizing the uplink bandwidth of other peers. Although currently, typical bandwidth on end-user networks is asymmetric (i.e. "uplink" bandwidth is smaller than "downlink" bandwidth), by concurrently downloading from multiple peers, good performance can still be achieved (e.g. average download between 240kbps to 500kbps have been reported in measurement studies [Izal et al. 2004; Pouwelse et al. 2005] ). Suggestions have also been made that BitTorrentstyle mechanisms may be adapted for streaming purposes [Wu and Chiueh 2006] . As broadband adoptions continue, the infrastructure is also becoming ever suitable for P2P-based content distributions.
The basis of our proposal to use P2P for 3D streaming is the emerging research of P2P-based networked virtual environments (P2P-NVE) [Hu et al. 2006] , where the workload and maintenance of a large NVE is distributed to all participating computers, such that the collective bandwidth and processing power are utilized to support user interactions and data processing. We propose that if 3D streaming were to be widely adopted by many concurrent users, mechanisms in P2P-NVE may provide the necessary support to feasibly realize scalable and efficient 3D streaming.
The contributions of this paper are the problem formulation of 3D streaming for NVE-like applications on P2P networks, a brief survey of existing 3D streaming techniques, and the proposal of Flowing LoD (or FLoD), a P2P-based 3D streaming mechanism. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first give a background of related research in Section 2. In Section 3, a generalized model of the problem is given, followed by an explanation of the promises and challenges of using P2P for 3D streaming. We describe in Section 4 the tentative design of FLoD, discuss its merits and issues in Section 5, and conclude this paper in Section 6.
Background
We first provide some background related to the main theme of this paper, including: 3D streaming, the emerging study of P2P-based networked virtual environments (P2P-NVE), and media streaming (i.e. audio and video) on P2P networks.
3D Streaming
In general, the main goal of 3D streaming is to provide 3D contents in real-time for users over a network connection, such that the interactivity and visual qualities of contents may match as closely as if the they were stored locally. The main resource bottleneck is usually assumed to be the bandwidth and not rendering or processing power of the clients [Teler and Lischinski 2001] . To achieve this goal, simplification and progressive transmission of the contents are two dominant strategies [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001] .
Existing 3D streaming techniques may be categorized into four main types. The first is the streaming of a single 3D object. Progressive meshes [Hoppe 1996 ] is a method to store an arbitrary triangular mesh as an appearance-preserving but much coarser base mesh and a number of refinement pieces. A remote user may immediately start to view or interact with the object once the base mesh is downloaded. Further streaming of additional pieces will incrementally refine the base mesh and restore the original mesh exactly. Progressive meshes was the basis that sparked much of the subsequent 3D streaming research (e.g. compressed progressive meshes [Pajarola and Rossignac 2000] , streaming over lossy transmission links [Chen et al. 2003 ], over wireless channels [Yang and Kuo 2003] , and QoS-related streaming [Chen and Nishita 2002] ). As the original progressive meshes did not consider the user's viewing angle, yet visual relevance may be improved if current visible areas are given priorities during transmission, view-dependent streaming has since been investigated [Kim et al. 2004] . For streaming high resolution models, a method based on the non-polygonal point rendering system QSplat, was also proposed [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001] . Object streaming has also been studied in the context of specific file formats such as X3D [Fogel et al. 2001] and MPEG-4's BIFS [Hosseini and Georganas 2002] . As typical 3D contents may include other data types besides polygonal meshes, streaming techniques may also tilt toward specific types of data, such as textures [Marvie and Bouatouch 2003] , animations [Hijiri et al. 2000] , and scene descriptions [Sahm et al. 2004 ], among others.
The second type of 3D streaming extends the delivery of a single object to that of an entire scene. In scene streaming, a collection of objects are placed at arbitrary positions within a virtual environment, and are streamed to clients according to visibility or user interest (along with object placements information). Scene streaming usually aims to provide a remote walkthrough (i.e. navigation) or multi-user NVE experience. Due to its more complicated nature, a wider range of strategies are needed to reduce bandwidth use while achieving good interactivity and visual quality. As many more objects may exist than what the user can see at a given time, scene streaming is generally divided into two stages: object selection and object transmission. For the first stage, visibility determination techniques are often used at the server to cull away objects invisible to the user. Once some objects are selected for transmission, streaming techniques for single objects are then employed. Many techniques useful for scene streaming were first described by [Schmalstieg and Gervautz 1996] , where each user's visibility is limited to a circular area of interest (AOI). A server determines and transmits the set of visible objects at different level of detail (LOD) of model geometries to clients. Clients also prefetch objects so that the wait for downloading may be unnoticeable to users. A subsequent work replaced the use of discrete LODs with continuous (smooth) LODs and named this process remote rendering [Hesina and Schmalstieg 1998 ]. In [Teler and Lischinski 2001] , pre-rendered image-based impostors served as the lowest LOD of 3D objects to allow faster initial visualization. An online optimization algorithm was also used by the server to provide the best perceived visual quality under a fixed bandwidth budget, thereby enable immediate and practical navigation under even very small bandwidth. Cyberwalk [Chim et al. 2003] A third type of 3D streaming has been applied to scientific visualizations. Certain scientific computing may generate vast amounts of spatial data that require visualization in 3D space for analysis or comprehension. Streaming for these 3D data differs from objectbased streaming in that the data volume is usually much larger, and may involve time-dependent deformations of the 3D models that require a complete refresh (i.e. re-download) of a given 3D dataset (in contrast to animating a 3D object where only animation data or simple events need to be sent). Accuracy of model representation is also given priority over visual aesthetics. Olbrich and Pralle pioneered a series of such 3D streaming systems for scientific visualizations based on VRML and a customized DocShow-VR (DVR) format [Olbrich and Pralle 1999] . Another project ViSTA focuses on the interactive visualizations of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). It utilizes server-cluster for the parallel generations and post-processing of raw data to allow view-dependent visualizations [Gerndt et al. 2004] . However, the lab environment for these scenarios, where large data volumes are transferred and processed by high performance networks and graphics servers, is not yet transferable to Internet environment where bandwidth is often limited.
The fourth type of 3D streaming may be called image-based streaming, where 3D contents are stored at the server and not transmitted to clients. Client machines instead receive 2D rendered images generated in real-time by the server [Cheng et al. 2004 ]. This approach is suitable (and even necessary) when the client has only thin functionalities (i.e. low processing power with no 3D acceleration capability) and has the benefit of using only constant bandwidth. However, the severe processing requirements on the server may bring poor scalability and interactivity.
Our focus in this paper is on scene streaming as we seek to use 3D streaming to support Internet-scale NVEs. A generalized model of 3D streaming for NVE will be described in Section 3.
P2P-based Networked Virtual Environments
While the research on 3D streaming is relatively new, the study of multiuser networked virtual environments (NVE), where people at different physical locations may interact in the same virtual world, has seen a longer history dating back to U.S. Department of Defense's SIMNET in the 1980's [Singhal and Zyda 1999] . The network model of NVE has since evolved from the least scalable point-to-point (i.e. all participating nodes send messages to each other), to the later client-server (i.e. a centralized server receives, processes, and relays messages for all nodes) and today's servercluster model as in commercial MMOGs [Hu et al. 2006] . However, server-based architectures likely will not meet the challenge to scale the number of concurrent users to the next order of magnitude (i.e. in the range of over a million), as server-side resources are usually fixed and require prior provisioning, yet the required resources likely will be prohibitively costly and complicated to maintain.
Significant efforts in NVE research have been on using multicast to provide better scalability without the limitations of centralized servers. Multicast (also known as IP multicast) allows a sender to notify multiple recipients with only a single transmission. By dividing the NVE into various regions (each assigned a unique multicast address), users can then communicate only with neighboring users in the same region via multicast, significantly reducing the total amount of messages being sent and processed (e.g. NPSNET [Macedonia et al. 1995] , Spline [Barrus et al. 1996] , and DWTP [Broll 1998 ]). Unfortunately, the very nature of multicast requires substantial router-level support, which makes its deployment nontrivial and still unavailable on much of the Internet. The number of available multicast addresses is also limited, which makes supporting concurrent NVEs with many participants unfeasible. As a result, application-layer multicast (ALM) [Liebeherr et al. 2002] (or end-system multicast [Chu et al. 2002] ) have been proposed in recent years to provide multicast capability with overlay networks, where messages reach their destinations through node relays. However, the relay increases transmission latency, limiting its applicability for NVE systems (which generally require responsiveness). Another common problem with both IP multicast and ALM is that these approaches require the NVE be partitioned into fixed-size regions, which makes determining the proper region size a difficult task for message scoping to be efficient [Hu and Liao 2004] .
Recently, peer-to-peer (P2P) solutions that seek to address the drawbacks of both server and multicast-based approaches have been proposed, with the promise of being more scalable, affordable, and easy to deploy [Keller and Simon 2003; Knutsson et al. 2004; Hu and Liao 2004] . As each node's bandwidth is limited, the premise of P2P-based NVE is that through connections with only a few neighbors, the topology of all nodes may be maintained and kept fully-connected (i.e. a path exists between any two nodes on the overlay. Note that "neighbors" here refer to proximity in the NVE, not physical routing hops). At the same time, each node can receive the relevant messages generated by neighbors within its area of interest (AOI). The central challenge in designing P2P-based NVE system thus is to devise a mechanism where peer nodes may discover each other correctly and efficiently (i.e. solving a neighbor discovery problem). Aside from some differences in the correctness and efficiency of topology maintenance, most current P2P-NVE proposals can provide the following simple function without server involvement: given a node's coordinate in the NVE and its AOI (usually specified as the radius of a circle, centered at the node), return the information of neighboring nodes within this AOI (i.e. its AOI neighbors). The information should include the AOI neighbors' coordinates in the NVE and IP addresses for contact. This function will be relevant to FLoD's design, as discussed later in Section 4.
Media Streaming on P2P Networks
To improve a system's scalability without overloading the server, many studies have been done on how to adapt audio or video streaming to a P2P environment [Xu et al. 2002; Tran et al. 2003 ]. Various approaches usually construct application-layer multicast trees rooted at the server, with clients as nodes in the tree. Issues such as tree depth, link-degree of each node, and tree restructure in case of node departures thus are the main issues. Although similarities exist between 3D streaming and other media streaming (e.g. data stream is usable before download is complete, sequential transfer of data blocks, and the applicability of prefetching techniques), 3D scene streaming differs from other media streaming in one fundamental aspect: contents of 3D streaming is based on the results of visibility determination, as each user may have different visibility, individual data streams are mostly unique unless users are in close proximities within the NVE. In other words, 3D streaming works as if every individual user is watching a different movie, from potentially unlimited number of selections (i.e. no two movies are alike). Due to this major difference, existing P2P media streaming techniques may not be straightforwardly used for 3D streaming.
3D Streaming for NVE on P2P Networks

System Model and Assumptions
We assume that a number of 3D objects of various sizes and shapes are in the NVE, each has a position and orientation in a 3D space. Objects are completely definable by polygonal meshes and the associated textures (currently, we do not consider other data types such as animations or colors). There may also be a number of avatars, which are 3D representations of participating users. Each user navigates the NVE through a client program (thus we will use the terms user, node, and client interchangeably). As there could potentially be many objects and avatars, it would not be feasible nor necessary to see and interact with all of them. Each user's visibility and interaction thus is limited to a circular area of interest (AOI) centered at the user's current location (Figure 1 ). For simplicity, we do not yet consider animations of the avatars and treat them just as other 3D objects (except that avatars may move dynamically while other objects always remain statically at fixed locations).
For a given 3D object, we assume that its mesh and texture can be decomposed into a base piece and many refinement pieces ( Figure  2 ). The specific decomposition is beyond the scope of this paper, but whichever the mechanism, we assume that the user is provided with a minimal working set of 3D objects once the base pieces are obtained, such that the scene can be rendered and navigation may start. Progressive meshes [Hoppe 1996 ] and related techniques may be used for mesh decompositions, while progressive encodings of image formats such as GIF, JPEG, or PNG, may be used for texture decompositions [Marvie and Bouatouch 2003 ].
All 3D contents are initially stored at a server, and clients obtain them through a streaming process from either the server or other clients (also referred as peers). Once an initial set of base pieces is obtained, rendering and navigation may begin at the client.
Requirements for P2P-based 3D Streaming
From the user's perspective, the most important qualities of a 3D streaming mechanism are speed and visual quality. As the latter is beyond our scope, we will focus on speed, which can be more specifically divided into startup time (i.e. the time from connecting to a server to starting navigation) and completion time (i.e. the time to completely download a 3D object). Ideally, 3D streaming would work much like the existing Web, where the display (and user interaction) can happen within seconds after an URL is entered. Thus, 3D streaming mechanisms may be judged by how well they minimize the startup and completion time.
From the server's perspective, it is preferable if repetitive requests of the same contents can be minimized and redirected to other clients that could serve the requests. As mentioned before, scene streaming has two stages: the selection of 3D objects (as determined by the requester's visibility) and the efficient transmission of the selected objects. This first stage involves some kind of visibility determination, while the second stage may involve calculating an optimal transmission strategy (e.g. the online optimization algorithm in [Teler and Lischinski 2001] ). It is desirable for the server to minimize its involvement in these tasks, as they will cost processing power for each client served. Ideally, if visible object selection (i.e. visibility determination) is done by clients, then server-side processing can be much conserved for serving data requests only.
3D streaming is similar to audio and video streaming in that contents are downloaded and used in a sequential manner, due to the sequential nature of progressive meshes (or textures) reconstruction.
Although download may be speeded up by obtaining pieces from multiple sources concurrently, the pieces still need to be processed in a more or less sequential manner. 
Challenges
To meet these requirements, we would like to use client resources for object selections and transmissions, introducing these issues:
Distributed Visibility Determination
Although it is desirable if visibility determination can be done without server involvement, only the server possesses complete knowledge of scene descriptions (i.e. object placements within the NVE). Scene descriptions thus need to be distributed to peers efficiently before clients can do visibility determination distributively.
Peer and piece selection
The central goal in 3D streaming is to minimize overall download time and optimize the visual qualities for a given time or bandwidth budget. This involves selecting the proper peers (i.e. peer selection) and requesting for the proper data pieces (i.e. piece selection). As relevant pieces of a 3D object may reside on different peers, finding the right peers can be an issue, where both content availability and network conditions need to be considered. Additionally, once a peer is contacted, the question of which pieces should be obtained needs to be considered. For a given object, we also need to download the pieces in a more or less sequential manner.
Peer heterogeneity
In a real network environment, each client's resource capacities likely will differ greatly and might fluctuate. Besides unpredictability in the clients' resource capacities, client availabilities could also fluctuate due to network congestion or node failures. In order to fully utilize client resources, differentiated and adaptive use of these resources is likely required.
Design of FLoD
Overview
In this section we will outline our proposed mechanism for 3D streaming on P2P network, called Flowing LoD (FLoD) . We choose to use Voronoi-based Overlay Network (VON) as the underlying P2P layer, as it has demonstrated scalability, efficiency, and reliability [Hu et al. 2006] . VON provides a simple function: given a coordinate and a visibility radius (i.e. the AOI radius), it returns the information of the current AOI neighbors. As a node moves around, it sends VON the new coordinates to obtain an updated list of AOI neighbors. By using VON, we can easily learn of relevant nodes to interact with. Note that other P2P-NVE designs may also be used, as long as they provide the correct information on AOI neighbors.
The main design rationale behind FLoD is that because nodes often share visible areas with their AOI neighbors, it is thus likely that the neighbors already possess some relevant 3D contents. By requesting data from them first, not only server will be relieved from serving the same content repetitively, download may even be faster than when the server is congested, as multiple data sources are available.
In FLoD's design, each 3D object has a unique ID and location point (i.e. a point coordinate representative of the object) that is specified in a scene description along with its orientation and scale (currently, the scene description contains only the id, location point, orientation and scale of objects). To distribute scene descriptions to clients efficiently, the entire NVE is divided into fixed-size square cells, each of which contains a small scene description specifying object placements within the cell (note that other shapes such as triangle / rectangle / hexagon may also be used for the partition, yet performance difference will be trivial as the partitioning is not for scoping message exchange). The first stage in 3D streaming -the selection of 3D contents, can thus be performed in a fullydistributed manner, as each client can locally and independently determine which cells its AOI currently covers (Figure 3) . The client then requests these scene descriptions from either other clients or the server (in case no AOI neighbor answers the request). Once the scene descriptions are obtained, the clients would then obtain the 3D objects using techniques for single object streaming, according to certain priority criteria (determined individually by user preference). A view is rendered with progressively refined details as the relevant objects are streamed from either other peers or the server (which acts as the final fallback for data requests). 
Procedures
We now describe in more details FLoD's main procedures: Login 1. The joining node enters the P2P network by specifying a join location and AOI-radius to VON, which then contacts the gateway server to obtain a unique ID. VON also finds and reports an initial list of AOI neighbors through its distributed query mechanism.
2. An overall description of the NVE (e.g. its dimensions and cell size) is also obtained from the gateway server.
Joining node initiates Obtain Scene Description.
Obtain Scene Description 1. The requesting node calculates which cells does its AOI cover, and utilizes the Request for Piece procedure (with cell id as the parameter) to obtain the scene descriptions for these cells.
2. Once the scene descriptions are obtained, the requesting node obtains missing 3D objects not available in its local cache using the Obtain 3D Objects procedure.
Obtain 3D Objects 1. Missing pieces (i.e. base piece or refinement pieces of mesh or textures) for each 3D object to be obtained are first determined.
Evaluation
Discussions
We will discuss FLoD's properties according to the issues described previously in Section 3.3, as well as some of its limitations.
Distributed Visibility Determination
Due to the pre-partitioning of the NVE into cells and our design to limit a node's visibility to be within its AOI, visibility determination thus can be done in a completely distributed fashion without the need for server intervention. This property is important for scalability as there is no processing cost for visibility determination on the part of the server for each additional node joined.
Peer and piece selection
The challenge of finding the peers with relevant content is solved by sending requests to AOI neighbors, while the issue of deciding which pieces to request is dealt by the round-robin requests from a pool of potential data source nodes (composed of AOI neighbors and the server). As there are a number of data source nodes from which data pieces can be concurrently obtained, the streaming process may be faster than if a single data source is available. Although it is possible that sometimes no neighbors exist within a node's AOI, as VON's design still maintains connections with a minimal set of nearby nodes [Hu et al. 2006] , data requests may still be fulfilled by peer nodes without having to resort to the server.
Peer heterogeneity
The parallelism in FLoD's streaming process increases the tolerance for potential node failures or data unavailability, as the requesting node may simply send request to the next available node in its pool of potential data sources. As no single node (except the gateway server) bears more responsibility than any other, failure of any single user node will not affect the system's overall operation.
Limitations
In the current design, each node retrieves data pieces from only their AOI neighbors, which might be too limiting a subset of qualified nodes. Efficiency at matching data request and supply thus might not be optimal. We have not yet considered caching or prefetching techniques in a P2P environment, however, they are essential for any streaming to be effective. For P2P-based retrieval to work, sufficiently large number of peers must be within the AOI of the requesting node, otherwise it will fall back to server-based retrieval modes. Finally, efficient representations of 3D contents are still under active research, where the progress will much impact the applicability of any content delivery mechanisms. One particular issue is the size of textures, which often is orders of magnitude larger than that of geometrical models in MMOG-like scenarios. However, new research directions such as texture synthesis [Efros and Leung 1999] may provide some interesting solutions.
Implementation
We are currently in the process of implementing and evaluating FLoD. As FLoD uses Voronoi-based Overlay Network for neighbor discovery, the implementation will use the cross-platform open source library VAST [VAST 2006] . FLoD is also being developed within the research project ASCEND (Adaptive Scalable Cooperative Environment for NVE Developments) [ASCEND 2006] , which seeks to investigate the major issues in adapting large-scale NVEs to the P2P environment.
Conclusion
Although efforts to create a 3D cyberspace date back to the early days of the Web, 3D contents have yet to find a way to be widely used by ordinary Internet users. However, improvements in network infrastructure and steady progress in format standards are now bringing new hopes to the original vision. While the ease of content creations remains a challenge, 3D streaming may effectively address the delivery problem. We suggest that although various streaming methods have been devised in recent years, their processing and bandwidth intensive nature likely will make servicing many concurrent users impractical or prohibitively expensive by clientserver architectures. A promising alternative is to use peer-to-peer networks, and specifically, to exploit the neighbor discovery mechanism of P2P-NVE systems in solving issues of distributed visibility determination, peer and piece selection, and peer heterogeneity. We have also described a P2P-based 3D streaming design for NVE applications called FLoD, of which we will continue to work on its implementation and evaluations. Our proposal is only the first of many, and we expect more will come. 3D streaming on P2P networks is an important topic worthy of the attentions of both the graphics and networking communities. By identifying the basic issues, we hope to generate interests in this promising direction to realize more convenient access of 3D contents. The impacts of P2P have been demonstrated in many areas, it is perhaps time to see it be applied in realizing the original vision of the 3D cyberspace.
